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A corrigendum on

Acute ablation of cortical pericytes leads to rapid

neurovascular uncoupling

by Kisler, K., Nikolakopoulou, A. M., Sweeney, M. D., Lazic, D., Zhao, Z., and Zlokovic, B. V.

(2020). Front. Cell. Neurosci. 14:27. doi: 10.3389/fncel.2020.00027

In the original article, there was an error in the representative image in Figure 1B

panel “9 d” as published. A representative image of a tissue section from a pericyte-

CreER-iDTR mouse treated for 6 days with DT (6 d) was placed incorrectly into the 9

day (9 d) representative image location.

The corrected Figure 1 and its caption is shown below.

The authors apologize for this error and state that it does not change scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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FIGURE 1

Ablation of cortical pericytes from the adult mouse brain leads to acute dysregulation of neurovascular coupling. (A) A diagram of the injection

protocol of pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice with tamoxifen (TAM; 40 mg/kg daily for seven consecutive days), diphtheria toxin (DT; 0.1mg per day for

10 consecutive days) or vehicle, and the time points when cerebral blood flow (CBF) responses to stimulus measured by laser Doppler

flowmetry (LDF) and intrinsic optical signal (IOS) imaging, neuronal response to stimulus, and capillary density measurements were performed.

(B) Representative confocal microscopy images of CD13-positive pericyte coverage of lectin-positive endothelial profiles in the S1 cortex

hind-limb region at 3, 6, and 9 days of DT or vehicle administration, and 3 days post-DT or vehicle. Bar = 20 µm. (C) Quantification of pericyte

coverage loss on capillaries (<6µm in diameter) in the S1 cortex in TAM-treated pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice at 0, 3, 6, and 9 days of DT

administration, and 3 days post-DT or vehicle treatment; n = 5 mice per group. *P < 0.05 vs. day 0 of DT treatment by analysis of variance

(ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. (D) CBF response to an electrical hind limb stimulus (60 s duration, 7Hz, 2ms pulse duration) in

3-month-old TAM-treated pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice determined by LDF in the S1 cortex hind-limb region at 0, 3, 6, and 9 days of DT or

vehicle administration, and 3 days post-DT or vehicle treatment. CBF response is expressed as the percentage increase relative to baseline; n = 5

mice per group; *P < 0.05, by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. (E) Pearson’s correlation between CBF response to a stimulus as in (D)

and loss of pericyte coverage determined at 3 days post-DT or vehicle treatment of TAM-treated pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice. Each point

represents an individual response per mouse of 10 studied mice; P < 0.0001. Significance by two-tailed Pearson correlation; R, Pearson

correlation coe�cient. (F) Capillary (diameter <6µm) density in the S1 cortex hind-limb region in TAM-treated pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice at 3

days post-DT or vehicle treatment; n = 3 mice per group. (G) LDF measurements of CBF response to endothelium-dependent vasodilator

acetylcholine (10 µM) in TAM-treated pericyte-CreER; iDTR mice determined 3 days post-DT or vehicle treatment; n = 5 mice per group. Data in

(C,D,F,G) represented as Mean ± SEM; in (F,G) ns, non-significant by Student’s t-test. Circles denote individual values per mouse in (E–G).
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